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About This Game

Dr. Spacezoo is a chaotic twin-stick precision shoot-em-up packed full of gibs and grease for 1-4 players. Blast through
procedurally generated Space Zoos to rescue exotic space animals in a chaotic bullet-hell shoot-em-up. Or reduce them to gibs.

Your call, monster.

Features

 Twin-stick shoot-em-up jammed full of bullets, gibs, grease, sparkles, and glow

 Single Player or Local Co-Op for 2-4 players

 Full joystick support

 Blast through enemies and dodge tons of bullets in procedurally generated Space Zoos

 Diverse upgradable weapons and core power-ups

 5 Play Modes: Story, Action, Boss Rush, Permadeath, and Daily Challenge

 Boss rush mode to fight against single and tag team bosses

 Brutal Permadeath mode
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 Daily Challenge with starting weapon upgrades and core power-ups

 High score leaderboards
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Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
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SmashRiot LLC
Publisher:
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Pros:
Pervasive depressing atmosphere
Puzzles are fun, especially towards the end
Good soundtrack
Existential crisis benches
Has shock boots

Cons:
Walking felt a *tad* too slow
Puzzles can have fail states requiring a checkpoint reload
A bit hard to grok some of the story
Inventory and crafting can be tedious; a few times I didn't realise what combinations of items I hadn't tried and it nearly made
me quit (exacerbated by no gamefaqs being out yet)
Some hacking riddles were too hard and had to brute force
No fire boots

Despite the cons I enjoyed the game and it definitely succeeded at what it was trying to do. I do wish the character's turmoil had
more representation in the gameplay (e.g. like when you want to read that note and the character refuses).

7\/10. Didn't even try to do anything new or original.... Wow! Played like five minutes of it and bailed. Writing my first review
ever just to warn people. This game would've been horrible 20 years ago. The camera movement and gunfights feel like a
crappy mod of an even crappier game made in the 90s. Do NOT buy this. Wow.....

EDIT: 2 of my posts in the discussion board have been actively deleted! I just posted them and watched them get removed!
Crazy.

EDIT 2: FOUR of my posts have been deleted now. The last one was gone with 30 seconds of me posting it.

DO NOT BUY.. A+ game, so much fun. The DLC makes more of a good thing great. dig the katanas..lol. My friend bought me
this game, he's not my friend anymore.
I mean, it's not like the game is bad, it's cool, it's just, we had an argument a few months ago, and we haven't talked since then.
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I miss him somethimes. The story is captivating, but having to redo so much after dying really sucks all the fun out of it.
After dying twice on day one, then dying twice on day two and once on day three it was time to quit.
I wish there was an option to restart from a certain decision and not having to re-do the whole day.

Though choice whether to recommend or not, but so far it hasn't broken my spirit and I'm willing to give it another try on
another day. The story is simply very, very interesting.
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One of the most important aspects of the game.. Loved playing this game back in the day, but this new port is such a headache
to get working.
Constantly crashing, have spent 45 minutes as of this review trying to fix an error I keep getting.
Tried 3 fixes so far, none worked, I can start the game, but once I click anything that triggers the movie I crash.
Windows 7 users beware
Breaks my heart to give one of my childhood favorite games a No, but they could have atleast got it working before they re-
released it. Gunna try fixing it for another hour before I refund it. Shoudn't have to though.

EDIT: Got it working, for people who cannot do it read this, helped me get it working in like 5 minutes.
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=909079783
Just download and install his file, and make advanced launch options -nointro
Made it work for me!
Woo

EDIT EDIT:
Still randomly crashes, which can be kind of a♥♥♥♥♥♥off when your really into the mission, but atleast I can play.... this
game it utterly horrid, iT Just looks like someone tried making a top down ripoff of broforce, i only payed $1 for this game and
am still think of getting my $$ back just to get it off my library. early aceess? nope, just one of those game that say they are to
make more $$. DONT BUY THIS.. Good game but its story too short dude
. Where is the third part of the series?. first off, you cannot play a campaign until you have played one quick battle... okay not so
bad... except there is no tutorial, okay finished my first battle, can i play the campaign now? yes but only the american side for
the pacifc war, no atlantic war or playing the clean slate campaign... sorry but i am extremly tired of having these kinds of
games block content from the user behind these artificial walls, i really cannot recommend this game to anyone unless they are
ultra die hard us nationalist. My first impression of this game is that it's a relaxing journey as you wander in the Arabian Desert
and travel from town to town. The desert is a pretty scary place with jackals and ghouls that want to gobble you up, while in
interesting random events you will find the occasional donkey or traveler that will join your caravan. The game is mainly about
growing your caravan along with bartering and trading.

The good:
- Relaxing atmosphere
- Nice graphics, sounds and general gameplay
- AutoSaves at every city

The Bad:
- Can become repetitive

The game can be completed in about 9 hours, depending on your pace.

15 minutes of no commentary gameplay:
https://youtu.be/OO67SATyxm4
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